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ABSTRACT 
Compensatory tongue positioning in 
vowel production was examined in two 
congitlons of lower-than-normal jaw 
posnions (bite-block speech and loud 
speech), and compared to a "normal” 
speech condition. Ton ue-palate dis- 
tances in multiple pro uctlons of the 
German vowels /i, I, u, U, y, Y/ were 
measured using §lossometry. The 
tongqe compensate for the lower jaw 
p_osmons 1n both perturbation condi- pons. Jaw lowering in bite-block and 1n loud Speech did not much affect the 
degyege . of precision in tongue posmonmg. 

1. INTRODUCI'ION 
Comparisons of normal and perturbed Speech may help understand impor- tant aspects of speech motor control. Over ghe past twenty years, a research pagadlgm has become established which addresses issues such as invari- ance Ip the cqntrol of speech gestures, adaptive abillties of the speech motor Sfitem, and the role of feedback I ough_ experiments in which normal prodqc’glon patterns are disru ted. By exarmmng. the behavior 0? unper- turbed anlculators, the acoustic out- put, and/or the intelligibility of per- turbeq speech, stpdies employing this paradigm have mmed at determining ,1f, how,. and {10w successfully talkers lreorgamze arnculatory gestures. lgProlgably thqma'ority of perturbation lsjtudles examme the acoustic proper- itles of vowels groduced with and with- fqut the mandi le bein fixed in posi- tlpns that required talEers to reorga- mze tpngue gestures in order to ro- ducq mtended vowel ualities. ese studles have general y shown that 
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adults [7, Bland children [2] com n- sate remar ably well for a fixe jaw even before audito feedback can oc- cur. :I'he small nurn er of articulatory studlqs that examined ton e shapes for blte-block vowels [4, , 11] indi- cate that intended acoustic output in b1te-b]ock speech is achieved through 
selecnvp compensation, i.e., b prgservmg "cgvity configuration(s) at pomts of mammurn constriction" [6]. Although previous research on Me- block vowels has contributed impor- tantly to the construction and refine- ment ofi models of speech motor con- 
trol, thls line of research has not macje 1t glear whether talkers aim to 
achleve Invariance in the acoustic, 
gfirceptual, or articulatory domain. 

e recentl renewed Interest in speech pro need with loud vocal 
effort 9, 10] is to some extent moti- 
vated y a desire to determine the 
nature of talkers’ "goals" or "tar ets". 
Loud speech is similar to bite— lock 
8 eech m that the jaw assumes lower- 
1 all-normal positions which, how- 
Ever, are not artificially induced but 
:- nqtural". In the only detailed stud of 
Emculatory conse uences of and 
. peech, Sphulman [ ] found that the 
fupper 11p. compensates for the 
flowereq law 111 bilabial stop 
harmjuctlon, demonstrating that motor 
equlvalgnce for bilabial closure 
bccugs'm both the "natural bite block 
condltlon" [9] and its anificial 
counterpart [1]. 
However, the acoustic properties of 
vowels roduced with loud V 
effort, w 'ch have been examined in a 
number of studies (summarized in 10]). suggest that the analo 

tween loud and bite-block speec 

does not extend to vowel production, 
for the frequencies of F1 and F0 (but 
not usually the upper formants) are 
much hi her in loud than in normal 
speech. he increase in F1 for shouted 
vowels led Traunmfiller [10] to hypo- 
thesize that the tongue does not 
compensate for lower jaw positions in 
loud speech. 
The present study, which compared 
tongue-palate distances for normal, 
bite-block, and loud vowels, was pri- 
maril motivated by the fact that only 
very ew studies have resented direct 
evidence (as oppose to inferences 
from the acoustlc output) concerning 
compensatory tongue positioning in 
bite-block vowels [4, 6, 11], and by the 
complete lack of ublished data on 
tongue shapes in and vowels. Bite— 
block and loud vowels were compared 
to normal vowels to determine if and 
how the tongue would compensate for 
an artificially and a naturally lowered 
jaw. This study also examined vari— 
ability in tongue positioning for 
normal, bite-block, and loud vowels. 
Because most earlier studies [6, 11] 
used x—ray techniques, which preclude 
detailed analyses of token-to-token 
variability, very little evidence exists 
concerning this aspect of motor 
control precision for the tongue in 
perturbed speech (but see [4]). 

2. METHODS 
2.] Subject, Material, Procedure 
A male native speaker of German 
(age: 35 years) produced 12 tokens 
each of the German vowels / i, I, u, U, 
y, Y/ in the carrier phrase 912 9: 
£12p ham (blocked on vowel). The 
vowels were produced in three condi- 
tions. In the normal (NO) condition 
Jaw movement was unperturbed and 
vocal effort was conversational (64 dB 
SPL). In the bite-block (BB) 
condition the talker’s jaw was fixed in 
a lower-than-normal position for non- 
low vowels. An acrylic bite block, held 
betwpen the right premolars, 
prowded an interincisal distance of 21 
mm. In the loud (LO) condition the 
talker produced the vowels with loud 
vocal effort (84 dB SPL). 
Tongue-palate distances were mea- 
sured u§ing glossometry. This opto- 
el_ectr01.nc device for measuring and 
displaylng tongue positions below the 

hard palate has been described previ- 
ously (see [5] and references therein). 
Briefly, the glossometer makes use of 
four sensor assemblies mounted on a 
thin acrylic pseudopalate. Each 
assembly contams an LED and a 
phototransistor. The assemblies are 
positioned equidistantly along the 
palatal vault and are oriented perpen— 
dicularly to the occlusal plane. Sensor 
1 is located just osten'or of the 
alveolar rid e, an sensor 4 just 
anterior of t e juncture of the hard 
and soft palates. Infrared light 
emitted from the LED is reflected 
from the tongue’s surface, detected by 
the phototransistor and transduced to 
a voltage level. The detected voltage 
is approximately proportional to the 
inverse square of the distance of the 
ton ue from the sensor assembly. 
2.2%)ata Analysis 
Tongue—palate distances for tokens 2- 
11 for each vowel in the three condi- 
tions were measured at that point 
within the acoustic vowel interval that 
best represented the end oint of 
tongue movement for eac token. 
Endpoints were selected by visual 
inspection of the time-varying 
distance traces, which were displayed 
together with RMS intensity on a 
high-resolution graphics terminal. 
Articulatory compensation with re- 
spect to tongue positioning below the 
hard palate was considered (by way of 
defimtion) 
-complete if the average unsigned 
tongue- alate distance at the four 
sensor ocations differed b less than 
1.0 mm for NO vs. BB (Ir 0 produc- 
tions of a given vowel; 
-selective 1f the mean tongue-palate 
distances in BB or L0 productions at 
sensor locations that are near the 
acoustically critical maximum con- 
striction for a given vowel were within 
the range of the standard deviation 
(SD) associated with the mean for the 
NO tokens at those sensor locations; 
-partial if the tongue com ensated 
for the lowered jaw, but di not com- 
pensate completely or selectively. 
Overshoot and undershoot refer to 
partial compensation with higher- 
1 Reasons for selecting this criterion 
to deyermine tongue shape overlap 
are glven m [5]. 



than-normal apcj lower-than-normal 
tqngue . posmons, 
Fmally, 1n zero compensation the 

respectively. 

tongue does not com ensatc for the‘ 
lowered jaw in BB an L0 speech. 
Variability in tongue positioning was 
assessed In terms of the SDs associ- 
ated with the multiple productions of 
NO, BB, and LO vowels. 

3. RESULTS 
3.1 Tongue Positions 
The most important result was that in 
the production of all six vowels, the 
tongue compensated for the lower- 
than-normal jaw osition in both BB 
and L0 speech. owever, the tongue 
was lower in L0 than BB 5 eech at all 
four sensor locations for five vowels, 
suggesting that the tongue did not 
90mpensate as much for Jaw lowering 
1n tht; _"natural" as in the artificial BB 
cqndmon. The exception was /Y/ 
vylth overlzgging tongue configura- 
tlons in the and LO conditions. 
Complete compensation by the 
tongue .for jaw perturbation was ob- 
§erved 1n only two instances: For /i/ 
1:! yhe L0 and for /U/ in the BB con- 
dmOI}. .Compensation was selective 
for /1/ 1n the BB condition, for /I/ in 
ghe BB and L0 conditions, and for /y/ 
1n the BB condition. 
Partlal com nsation (undershoot) 
was observe for / , Y, n, U/ in the 
L0 and /Y/ in the B condition. Un- 
dprshoot relative to NO tongue posi- 
tlons, which increased monotonically 
from. anterior to osterior sensor 
locatlons, was small or /Y/, medium 
for /y/. and /U/, and large for /u/. 
Surylzlsm 1y, undershoot for /u/ and 
/ U m t e LO condition was largest 
at sensor 4, which is located close to 
the a_co_ustically critical maximum 
constnctlon for these back vowels at 
the velqm. Results for rturbed /u/- 
productlpns differed rom all other 
results In that undershoot in L0 
sgeech coptrasted with overshoot (at 
t e stcnor sensors) in BB speech. 
3.2 . ariability of Tongue 
Posntioning 
Thq mgst important result concerning 
vanablllty of tongue positioning in 
the three conditions was that per- 
tur.bed vowels were not produced with 
uplformly more or uniformly less pre- 
mse tongue gestures than N0 vowels. 

The SDs associated with the multiple 
reductions of the six vowels averaged 
.84 mm in the NO, 0.93 mm in the 

BB, and 0.77 mm in the LO condition Tpngue positioning for / i, I, y, W was. 
sllghtly more variable in the BB than 
the N0 condition (805 were 0.1 - 0.2 
mm larger), but variability did not dif- 
fer for u, U/ across these conditions. 
Token-to-token variability was slight- 
ly lar er ii} the LO than the NO condi- 
non or /1, I, U/ (805 were 0.1 - 0.2 
mm larger), dld not differ for /Y/, 
and decreased for /u/ and /Y/ (by 03 
mm and 0.6 mm, respectively). 
The most conspicuous result was that 
for all vowels and all conditions, SDs 
lnaegsed monotonically from 
antpnor to posterior sensor locations. 
Thl§ . front-to—back increase in 
vanabllity was obserVed irrespective 
of whether the acoustically critical 
maxxmum constriction was in the 
prepalatal (/i, I/), palatal (/  y, Y/), or 
velar (fu, U/) region. It may be of 
some. lgterest to note that tongue 
posmomng for each of the nominally 
tense vowels /i, y, u/ was more 
variable than for its nominally lax 
counyqrpart (/I, Y, U/) in all three 
condmons. 

4. DISCUSSION 
The single-subject experiment re- 
ported here showed that the tongue 
compensated for a lowered jaw in 
both _BB and LO speech, and that both 
gondltions of jaw perturbation did not 
1mportantly affect the precision of 
motor control for the tongue. 
Results of previous BB studies led to 
the expectation that articulatory com- 
pensatlon by the tongue in BB speech 
would be selective or complete. The 
present results for four (i, I, , U/) 0f 
thg six vowels examined co ormcd to 
this expectation. However, tongue po- 
suions for / Y, u/ in BB speech did not 
ovqap with NO tongue positions or 
mamtain N0 tongue-palate distancqs 
near the acoustlcally critical mam- 
mum constriction. Preliminary acoug- 
t1c analyses of the vowels examined In 
the present study indicated that p2}; 

. ual compensation for 
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(undershoot) and /u/ (overshoot) did 
not result in chan es in acoustic out- 
ppt that one mi t expect given the 
dlfferences between NO and BB 

tongue positions below the hard 
palate. This suggests . that 
com ensation for the lowered Jaw in 
the B production of / Y, 11/ may have 
occurred in an area of the vocal tract 
not registered by the; glossomcter. 
The hypothesis bemg tested for L0 
vowels was that the tongue would not 
com ensate for the "natural bite 
bloc ". This hypothesis, which 
Traunmfiller [10] based on the acous- 
tic properties (increase in F1) of L0 
vowels, was not supported. The pre- 
sent experiment showed that com 9n- 
sation by the tongue for a lowere Qaw 
in L0 speech may be partial (y, , u, 
U/), selective (/I/), or even complete 
(/i/). This suggests that motor pro- 
ramming in both L0 and BB speech 

1nvolves reorganization of tongue 
positioning to - achieve precisely 
defined articulatory oals that are not 
necessarily (as for 1/ in L0 speech) 
the same as in N0 speech. The lower 
tongue positions in L0 than in NO 
speech for four of the six vowels 
examined may have been effected to- 
increase F1, so that the percelgtually 
important distance between 1 and 
the increased F0 in L0 speech would 
be maintained for a given vowel 
irrespective of vocal effort (see [10])._ 
Degree of precision in tongue p051- 
tioning did not differ much across the 
three conditions. The SDs associated 
with multiple reductions of N O (0.84 
mm), BB SO. 3 mm), and LO (0.77 
mm) vowe s were of approximately 
the same ma%nitude as the mean SD 
for the corn ete set of NO German 
vowels (0.7 mm [3]). the complete 
set of N0 English vowels (0.81 mm 
[5]), and five Spanish and English 
vowels spoken normallhwflé mm) 
and with a BB (0.80) [4]. ese earlier 
studies suggested that neither vowel 
inventory size [4] nor mechanisms 
used to differentiate large vowel in- 
ventories [3] affect variability of 
tongue posmoning. The present re- 
sults corroborate and extend Flege’s 
Fl] BB study by showing that both arti- 
1cial and natural jaw perturbation 
need not importantly affect degree of 
Erecision in tongue positioning. 
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